Highway Robbery

The Davis-Bacon Act Increases Costs,
Decreases Employment
March 31, 2011

The Highway Trust Fund Would Be Better Off With Its Repeal
The originally temporary Davis-Bacon Act of 1931—now part of federal
labor requirements—essentially functions as a wage floor, resulting in
billions of excess cost for taxpayer-funded projects and reduced
employment for less-specialized and general laborers who are priced out
of the market. The Davis-Bacon Act requires that all federally-funded
projects worth more than $2,000 must pay workers the “prevailing wage,”
which is typically set equal to the local wage paid to more skilled union
workers. 1

As with many temporary government provisions, the Act was initially an
emergency measure implemented by the Hoover Administration to
prevent contractors from paying their workforce extremely low wages and
producing lower quality of construction. 2 Its subsequent acceptance over
time as part of federal labor requirements, however, has led to increasingly
expensive total project costs as Davis-Bacon rates average 22 percent
higher than prevailing market rates. 3 Moreover, since the Act’s
implementation, the federal government’s role in construction projects has
vastly expanded.
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final costs of highway construction could be reduced by allowing federal projects to pay market wages, rather than
inflated “prevailing wages.”
Higher Wages and Increased Regulatory Burdens Drive Up Highway Construction Costs

The Government Accountability Office (GAO), the Department of Transportation’s (DOT) Inspector General, and
several state audit and evaluation agencies have all reported significant cost growth on many major highway and
bridge projects. Among the problems of unpredictable and rising costs is significant underestimation of projected
costs. For example, a 1995 Federal Highway Administration examination of 20 active highway projects with the
highest percentage cost growth (ranging in estimated total cost from $205 million to $2.6 billion) found that cost
overruns ranged from around 40 percent to 400 percent. 9

In addition to paying an average of 22 percent above market wage rates, the Davis-Bacon Act requirements bog
down contractors with extra paperwork and compliances which can lead to unanticipated and costly delays. 10 The
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has affirmed three different ways Davis-Bacon increases construction costs: (1)
by raising wages on federal projects, (2) by requiring labor to be used in a costly fashion, and (3) by imposing
reporting and paperwork requirements on contractors. 11
A study by the Congressional Research Service (CRS) found that as a result of Davis-Bacon, significant aboveaverage wages span various highway construction
and repair occupations. As Figure 1 shows, even
excluding fringe benefits, the average prevailing
wage rate which applies to federal highway projects
was consistently and significantly higher than the
average hourly wage reported by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) in the same area 12 and for the
same job classification. 13 Davis-Bacon wages for
iron workers averaged 20 percent above market
wages; those for laborers averaged 29 percent
higher; and wages for truck drivers averaged 47
percent higher. In total, the average Davis-Bacon
wage paid in the counties sampled was 34 percent
higher than the average Occupational Employment
Statistics (OES) wage reported by BLS.

A study by the Heritage Foundation estimated that requiring contractors to pay current prevailing wages, rather
than leaving the pricing of labor to the open market, inflates average highway construction and repair costs across
the country by anywhere between 5 and 38 percent. 14 A state-level study which examined the effect of Davis-Bacon
on Arizona’s highway construction costs revealed that the Act resulted in an overall cost increase of 13 percent. 15

In addition to raising costs and reducing employment in many areas, failure of some states to update outdated
surveys used to set the prevailing wage (updating the surveys is costly and time-consuming) has actually resulted
in an artificially low wage floor. 16 For example, as of 2008, one survey from Sarasota County, Florida had not been
modified since 1978. 17 If an outdated prevailing wage is below the market wage, this can place downward pressure
on construction wages, which is the very opposite effect of the law’s intent. 18
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Prevailing Wages Slow Down Highway Projects with Burdensome Paperwork
Whereas some contractors actually pay wages well above the Davis-Bacon prevailing wage rate (typically the
result of outdated, artificially low prevailing wages), these contractors nonetheless have to adhere to cumbersome
Davis-Bacon paperwork requirements. A 2008 GAO study examined how federal requirements for highways may
influence funding decisions. It cited a New Hampshire DOT official who explained that the Davis-Bacon prevailing
wage payroll processing requirements increase administrative responsibilities and compliance costs, often slowing
down projects. Within the GAO survey, federal, state, and local transportation officials alike expressed complaints
of the costs and time requirements of Davis-Bacon. These reports of widespread costs and burdens imply that
repealing the Davis-Bacon Act would allow for the completion of more construction and repair on highway projects
at a reduced cost and in many cases, in a shorter amount of time. 19
Evidence Shows Suspension of “Little Davis-Bacons” Increased Highway Construction Employment

The Davis-Bacon law has been suspended a handful of times: once by President Franklin D. Roosevelt for
administrative adjustments, once by President Nixon to reduce inflationary pressures, and once each by President
George H.W. Bush and George W. Bush for Hurricanes Andrew and Katrina, respectively. These short-term
suspensions of the Davis-Bacon Act have provided evidence of the Act’s contribution towards inflated construction
costs. In addition to federal suspension of the Davis-Bacon Act, state-level suspensions and repeal of “Little DavisBacons” (state wage floors enacted in over 40 states for state-based funding in the wake of the original Act’s
passage in 1931) have resulted in a decline in construction costs and a significant rise in the number of
constructions jobs.
State prevailing wage laws vary widely; in states like Nebraska where there is relatively less labor organization,
wage determinations are closer to market rates than in states with high labor organization like New Jersey, which
determines wages near or at union rates. Currently, 31 states and the District of Columbia enforce state-level
“Little Davis-Bacons”—which apply to state and local contracts, and may apply to projects receiving both federal
and state funding if the state-determined prevailing wage is higher than the Davis-Bacon-determined wage rate. 20
For example, in 1994, Michigan’s prevailing wage law was suspended for 30 months due to a court case that
brought the law’s legitimacy into question. From December 1994 to June 1997, Michigan experienced a 48 percent
increase in new construction jobs (compared to the rate construction jobs increased over the 30 months prior to
suspension). Additionally, evidence from lower contract bids, which resulted in real savings from decreased costs
in wage labor, suggests that Michigan and its municipalities potentially saved up to $275 million in FY 1995 (equal
to 5 percent of the state’s individual income tax revenue) by suspending prevailing wage provisions. 21

As evidenced by its suspension in cases of national emergency, past administrations, both Republican and
Democrat alike, have implicitly recognized the negative impact of Davis-Bacon on employment, project costs, and
timeliness of projects. Thus, if jobs can be gained and costs can be reduced by suspension of Davis-Bacon, why then
does the Act remain in effect?
Davis-Bacon Act One of Many Factors Draining the Highway Trust Fund

Over the years from 1956 to 2009, the HTF has paid out 14 percent more than has been paid in, and in FY 2009
alone, 42 percent more was paid out than was paid in. 22 Since 2008, Congress has transferred $34 billion from the
general treasury to the HTF to keep it afloat. 23 Adding existing legislation to this total would increase total
estimated general revenue transfers to fully fund the HTF’s highway spending through FY 2014 to $57 billion (see
Figure 2).
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The CBO estimates that total trust fund losses of the
highway account will rise to $110.3 billion by 2021
(the HTF’s transit account is projected to sustain an
additional $30.3 billion in losses over the same
time period), as shown in Figure 3. 24 Under current
law, the HTF cannot incur negative balances, so
when funds run short, the pace of project
advancement and completion is governed by the
pace of motor fuel and other tax revenue
collections. In addition to its lack of solvency, the
HTF is plagued with problems of inequality (some
states are net donors and others are net recipients)
and has been regularly abused for spending on
non-highway purposes and pet projects.

Several attempts to repeal the Davis-Bacon Act, or
at least limit its scope, have been unsuccessful. The
most recent attempt at complete repeal occurred in
late January 2009, when Representative Virginia
Foxx (R-NC) included repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act
in the Highway Trust Fund Reform Act of 2009.
Proposals to repeal the Davis-Bacon Act recognize
that the law increases costs and has contributed to
the deteriorating state of the HTF. Rather than
seek taxpayer bailouts or raise motor fuel taxes,
current and future solvency of the HTF could be
improved simply by repealing the Davis-Bacon Act
and allowing market wages to prevail.

If the Davis-Bacon Act is repealed, it is likely to
relieve shortfalls in the HTF and negate the proposal put forth by the National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility
and Reform for a 15-cent increase in the federal gasoline tax to bring solvency to the HTF. Instead of taxing
individuals more to support unnecessarily costly highway projects, repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act would reduce
costs for federally-funded highway projects, increase construction employment, and help improve the solvency of
the HTF.
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